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The method of resonant frequency diagnostics and therapy of diseases 
caused by fungi, viruses, bacteria, protozoa, helminths, has proven its effectiveness 
in the diagnosis and treatment of pathological conditions etiologically associated 
with the presence of these pathogens in the patient's body. The effectiveness of 
such diagnostics and therapy in most cases is confirmed by the results of 
laboratory studies - by the method of enzyme immunoassay for the presence of 
specific immunoglobulins and molecular biological - quantitative determination of 
the DNA of the virus by polymerase chain reaction.

Therapeutic measures are always preceded by the diagnosis of the general 
condition of the body, the diagnosis of burdens and the determination of the 
compensatory reserves of the body, first of all, of the organs of the drainage and 
immune systems. For this purpose, we use electropuncture diagnostics according 
to the method of R. Voll (devices "Inta", Ukraine; "MINI-EXPERT-DT", "IMEDIS", 
Russia), vegetative resonance test (VRT) "IMEDIS-TEST" (apparatus "MINIEXPERT- 
DT "," IMEDIS ", Russia), electrozonal vector diagnostics of the functional state of 
the body, which is carried out in automatic mode (APK" Vector-Diacor-Bio-PSI ", 
Ukraine). The diagnostic algorithm necessarily includes the definition of weights. 
For this purpose, we use tests for burden from ART "IMEDIS-TEST": markers "5823 
Viral burdens 1 - Interferon D30", "5824 Viral burdens 2 - Arsenicum album", "6166 
Bacterial infections 1 - Tetracycline D30", "6167 Bacterial infections 2 - Natrium 
sulfuricum", "6170 General mycotic burdens - Monilia white D24". No less 
important as markers of toxic aggravations are drugs from the Metabolics group

"Toxic burdens and problems" (7902 Bacteria, 7903 Viruses, 7905
Fungi, 7907 Parasites).

Positive
toxic burden and a possible connection

result testing indicates on the Availability
identified violations in

organs with the pathogen and, thus, obliges us to carry out resonant frequency 
diagnostics in order to concretize the type of pathogen. This result means that the 
macroorganism contains toxins of an infectious and parasitic nature (more often 
these are endotoxins that are formed in the macroorganism when microorganisms 
die). Testing such
burden is explained, first of all, by the fact that the drainage and excretory systems 
of the macroorganism (lymphatic system, liver, spleen, kidneys, skin, 
gastrointestinal tract, respiratory organs, etc.) are not able to eliminate these 
toxins. Depending on the size of the toxins
The kidneys (small toxins), the liver (toxins with medium molecules), and the 
phagocytic system (toxins with large molecules) are exposed to elimination loads.

A negative test result for these burdens means no problem of burden, but 
not the absence of pathogens in
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organism and does not exempt us from the need to test for a possible connection 
between the revealed pathology and the persistence of a specific pathogen in the 
macroorganism. The burden may manifest itself later in the process of carrying out 
resonance-frequency therapy.

Many years of experience proves that using a wide variety of therapeutic 
measures against pathogens (including
bioresonance technologies), success can be achieved only with the 
state of the immune system and ensuring the elimination of toxins, 
optimal functioning of the body's drainage system.

The state of the immune system is diagnosed

improving
that is, at

on criteria
vegetative resonance test "IMEDIS-TEST" and vector zonal diagnostics with 
determination of the degrees of depletion and tension of the immune system 
(sections "Immune system" and "State of the immune system") and immunity 
reserves - general and local for specific organs. The adaptive reserves of drainage 
systems are determined by testing according to the "Lymphatic burden" scale 
("IMEDIS-TEST") and according to the parameters of vector zonal diagnostics.

Resonant frequency therapy is carried out according to generally accepted 
guidelines and recommendations developed by the team of the IMEDIS Center. 
The time between resonant frequency programs during a session is filled with 
induction therapy using organ programs, detoxification programs, as well as 
programs that improve the state of the immune system.

Along with general recommendations for detoxification regarding proper 
nutrition, water intake and lifestyle, we always carry out a set of measures aimed 
at improving the state of the immune and drainage systems. They include:

1. Endogenous adaptive bioresonance therapy in simultaneous
mode with resonance-frequency and induction therapy using various strategies 
(more often - the fourth and second). It should be noted that active elimination of 
endo- and exotoxins is possible only if there are good drainage reserves of the 
spleen, liver, kidneys, blood and lymphatic system and adherence to the principles 
of antihomotoxic therapy.

2. The use of complex homeopathic preparations of the firms "O.T.I."
and "ONOM", preparations of ROY MARTINA (firm "GUNA") groups
ENDOCRINOTOX, DETOX, ENDOTOX. But even with a thorough analysis of the 
diagnostic results, it is not always possible to predict the reserves of which organs 
and systems will not cope with the burden, aggravated by resonant frequency 
therapy. Therefore, we consider it expedient to create a complex detoxification and 
drainage preparation with a targeted effect on the main organs and systems of the 
body at the first session. In the future, with repeated therapeutic sessions, such a 
drug is prepared according to the results of control measurements, taking into 
account the dynamics of the state of compensatory reserves of specific organs and 
systems.

3. Preparations (native and electronic analogs) from "Heel"
immunotropic and detoxifying action.

4. We also use immunotropic preparations of the SEROIMMUN group
(firm "OTI").

But these activities do not always turn out to be fully
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effective. In such cases, we use detoxifying enterosorbent drugs:

one.
enterosorbent with high adsorption capacity, muco-cytoprotector, does not have 
side effects (including intestinal atony) with prolonged use. The drug actively 
carries out transmembrane sorption from blood and lymphatic fluid of medium-
molecular metabolites. "MINEROL" was made on the basis of raw materials from 
ancient deposits of organomineral origin (clay mineral - montmorillonite), which 
carries information about the ecologically clean nature of the Precambrian period. 
The drug contains almost all micro- and macroelements that the human body 
needs, including: calcium, iron, potassium, manganese, iodine, zinc, chromium, 
copper, selenium.

2. "ENTEROSGEL" - organosilicon enterosorbent
(polymethylsiloxane), which combines high sorption activity with selectivity of 
action, eliminates mainly medium-molecular toxic substances. The effectiveness of 
the drug is due to direct action (adsorption of toxic substances - both metabolites 
and toxins of bacteria, viruses) and indirect (provides normalization of intestinal 
microbiocenosis and functions of the immune system).

Various disorders in the immune system in the form of immunodeficiency 
states, autoimmune conditions, allergies - in recent years we have been 
successfully solving using immunotropic preparations of the Transfer Factor series 
from 4Life Research (Transfer Factor, Transfer Factor Advance). The Transfer Factor 
series preparations are
highly concentrated cytokines obtained from bovine colostrum and / or egg yolks 
by a special ultrafiltration method. Some preparations of this series (Transfer 
Factor Plus, Transfer Factor Cardio, Transfer Factor Glucoach) also contain other 
natural components of plant and mineral origin. They are distinguished by a 
multifaceted modulating effect on the patient's immune system (they regulate the 
function of cells: T-suppressors, T-killers and macrophages), as well as the absence 
of side effects. The drugs are equally effective for adults and children at different 
stages of the activity of the immunopathological process; they are convincingly 
tested by R. Voll and ART. Depending on the type of disorder, they stimulate 
reduced immunity or suppress overly stretched immune responses, preventing 
damage to the body. Transfer factors drugs are a hypoallergenic product, since 
they are completely cleared of large protein molecules - only cytokine fractions 
identical to leukocyte cytokines are left. Since Transfer factors in the body's 
immune system perform the function of transferring information, they can be fully 
considered informational drugs.

We conclude that only by paying due attention to the state of the immune 
system and drainage functions of the body, as well as their adaptive reserves, by a 
complex combination of methods of bioresonance therapy, homeopathy using 
natural preparations
immunomodulatory (Transfer factors) and detoxification effects (Enterosgel, 
Minerol) can successfully solve the problem of combating infectious and parasitic 
pathogens.

"MINEROL" - polymineral a drug, selective
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